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A New Dawn for the MSA?
Major changes in the way that motorsport in UK come into force
this year as the MSA announce long overdue changes in governance:
“The MSA will make significant changes to its governance structures and processes from 2018 following detailed analysis of the recommendations of a major strategic review.
The review was carried out during 2016 to audit the functions and remit of the governing body. It
centred on ten core areas of the MSA’s operations, the first being Board, Structure and Governance,
with an MSA Board working group established to work through the recommendations.
A key outcome from the review is the reconfirmation of the MSA Board’s primacy in the governance
of UK motor sport. It also recognised that the Board is ultimately accountable for all decisions that
are taken on its behalf by Motor Sports Council, the sport’s rule-making body. Therefore, from 2018
the Chairman of Motor Sports Council will recommend all rule changes to the MSA Board, which
will then be responsible for their ratification.” More of the Press Release inside.

Additionally Dave Richards is taking over as chairman of the MSA replacing Australian Alan Gow who owns the BTCC brand. It would certainly seem that Dave will be much more hands on and keen to make
further changes to improve motorsport at all levels. Having been an organisers, WRC champion navigator and owners of the multi championship award winning Prodrive and also past chair of Aston Martin he
has a great track record and obviously still has a passion for the sport.
We can but hope these changes are enough and not too late…….
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Topical Comment from the world of motoring
There is no doubt that Lewis Hamilton is a very fine racing driver but personally I doubt if he is one
of the greatest. He had had the advantage that for most of the F1 career he has been in the best car.
However he has been regularly beaten by both his team mates at Mercedes and when he has not had
a winning car he has been lack lustre, while at McLaren he was out scored by team mate Jenson Button for example.
However it is personality and behaviour out of the car that annoys me; the failure to turn up at
awards ceremonies, events like The Goodwood Festival and in particular the London preview of the
British GP where he was the only F1 driver not present - at his home GP of course!
He is a Marmite character I think. In the recent BBC Sports Awards there was a social media campaign for the motorsport vote to go to Jonathan Rea form motor cycle who seemed a very likable
chap, rather than Lewis, (they came second and sixth respectively). Of course Lewis did not attend,
being too busy partying in Los Angelis! I find his victory speeches too like a “lovey” speaking at the
Oscars; “I would like to thank my team, my sponsors, my manager, boot licker, girl friends, fans and
of course my dogs.” But if he does not win then he is really down in the dumps and looking for excuses.
There is a wider issue because I reckon the behaviour of many young sports stars is because they
were pushed into it when they were barely out of nappies, and the intensity of their rise to the top
prevented them from having a proper childhood and learning a sense of normal values. When I was
teaching I saw this a lot with football dads who though their lad was the next Beckham or Rooney
and totally blanked the need for a good education. The only different with karting now is that the parents are investing £100k a year in the hope that little Johnny is the next Hamilton. Sadly while Lewis
and Jenson got to the top on very modest expenditure that is not what happens now and unless you
are a Red Bull team member, you need to be spending millions to get F1, which you can do even if
you are Lance Stroll who has never even won a raffle let along anything in motorsport.
But what about the ones that don’t make it to be a professional racing driver, what is the effect of being seen as a failure by your family and not having had a good education to
find another profession?
GTF
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Provisional 2018 Events List
Month
January

Date

Club

Event

Name

Organisers

28th

WMC

Autotest

10th

WMC

Awards Dinner

21st

WMC

Touring Assembly

Meander

Ron Palmer

10th

WMC

Historic/Targa

White Heather

Commi:ee

25th

WMC

Novice Training

15th

WMC

Autotest

February
Marian Sloan

March

April
20/21

WMC

Galloway Gallop

Jim Crocke:

22nd

WMC

Drive It Day

Graeme Forrester

2nd

WMC

Pub Run

Lamplugh Legion

9th

WMC

Grass Autotest

David Agnew

6th

WMC

Pub Run

Newalls

13th
24th

WMC
WMC

Grass Autotest
Historic/Targa

Chris & Fiona
Commi:ee

May

June

Lake District Classic

Partners with Wigton Motor Club – please call 0844
824 1135 and don’t forget to men)on your club
when you do!
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2018 Events, July to December
July
4th
8th
25th

WMC
WMC
WMC

Pub Run
Breakfast Meet
Grass Autotest

1st
18th
19th

WMC
WMC
WMC

David NicholTouring Assemby
son
Touring Assemby Rose & Thistle
Ron Palmer
Show
Cumbria Classic Show Commi:ee

23rd

WMC

Autotest

14th

WMC

Historic/Targa

21st
28th

WMC
WMC

Touring Assembly Cumbrian Canter
Autotest

25th

WMC

Autotest

Rob & Jacqui

29th

WMC

Autotest

Steve Palmer

Ron Palmer
Angela & Willie

August

September

October
Solway

Steven Palmer
& Wiggy
Geoﬀ & Maggy
Bateman

November

December

Another from Monaco, the memorial to “Williams” (William GroverWilliams ) who won the first Monaco GP in 1929 and was a hero of the French
Resistance.
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PG Tips
Happy festive period/New Year to my loyal reader – and I end the year with 3 fully operational and
road legal cars (in a shock to everyone, including me). The Yellow Rapid performed reasonably for
Trudy’s 40th birthday celebration weekend away although in true classic car style some important at
the time ‘stuff’ failed me. The weather was literally freezing so it was sods law that the heated rear
windscreen didn’t work (why do Skodas have heated rear screen – so you can keep your hands warm
when you push them!) and nor rather annoyingly did the heater…..or rather it worked so poorly that
it was barely noticeable in the conditions. The heated screen is down to the relay being faulty and
the heater is a mystery because I’m damn sure I couldn’t turn the thing off in the summer when I
went to the Dalemain show and it was warm! On top of all this and to compound things, the car
came back from its trip to the body shop full of water which appears to have been caused by the
some eedjit jet washing it without properly shutting the passenger door. So….full of water, freezing
conditions, no heated screen and not much heater – a great combo. Thankfully once the engine was
warm and we were bobbing along with the fan going flat out I was able to see out and the car performed reasonably well. It is slow though…gosh it’s slow. I only have Snotty as a guide to how
Skodas of this era performed and Snotty is not really anything like other Skodas of the era anymore
and goes like a ballistic missile compared to the Rapid. I am beginning to wonder if I am cut out for
classic cars….well slow ones anyway. I am considering my options with the Rapid – it looks great
and I got quite a few friendly waves whilst out in it and a big Irish lady shouted “cool car – I’ve not
seen one of those in years” at a petrol station…..but I don’t know why I have it because I’m not really a show person. Yes – I probably ought to have worked that out before I spent several thousand
pounds restoring it but you live and learn. Apparently the Czechs will get quite excited if I put it up
for sale on Ebay and should pay good money for it…..just not as good as the amount I’ve spent on it,
not forgetting the many, many hours of labour too. The engine is still brand new (under 300 miles)
so there is still plenty of time for it to open up a bit but by then it might be gone.
Snotty finally appeared in Practical Performance Car magazine this month – they asked me to write
the article in spring this year and I finished it almost straight away and sent them photos, which they
then lost, so I sent them more and several months on the finished version appeared in print. I am
quite pleased – 5 pages on the best old Skoda in the world…..what more could anyone ask for?!
I never gave 2 stroke engines much thought before – I love the smell of them but I had no idea they
could be quite so powerful. Someone on the hillclimb forum is talking about building a single seat
race car with a 2 stroke engine in it and was looking at the options. In reply a chap posted up a link
to a racing snow mobile engine supplier. Their top engine is a V4 1025cc 2 stroke engine with 275
bhp. Yes you did read that right – 275 bhp from a smidge over 1 litre and without any forced induction. Truly bonkers and very fragrant no doubt too! Apparently the limiting factor in using such a
device in a race car/bike is that the noise is much louder than a 4 stroke engine making it only really
suitable for snow mobiles in the middle of nowhere rather than race venues in the UK with noise
limits, unless of course you add lots of exhaust boxes with would no doubt strangle the thing.
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2017 Club Championship Overall

9.

Chris Hunter

95 pts

1.

Rob Iveson

162 pts

10.

Jacqui Raine

81 pts

2.

Chris Hunter

159 pts

(73 qualifiers)

3.

Jack Palmer

138 pts

4.

Phil Hodgson

135 pts

2017 FWD Autotest Championship

5.

Craig Stamper

129 pts

1.

Peter Wright

150 pts

6.

Jacqui Raine

128 pts

2.

Craig Stamper

141 pts

7.

John Holliday

126 pts

3.

Jack Palmer

8.

Peter Wright

124 pts

4.

Steve Fishwick

71 pts

9.

Angus Cowan

117 pts

5.

Geoff Rae

70 pts

10.

Geoff Rae

99 pts

6.

Brian Bradley

63 pts

7.

Roger Pope

42 pts

8.

Megan Iveson

37 pts

9=.

Stephen Dixon

24 pts

9=.

Martin Breen

24 pts

223 qualifiers)
2017 Ladies Club Championship

94 pts

1.

Jacqui Raine

128 pts

2.

Fiona Tyson

95 pts

3.

Esther Bowness

67 pts

4.

Angela Jones

55 pts

2017 RWD Autotest Championship

5.

Marion Sloan

52 pts

1.

John Holliday

148 pts

6.

Maggy Bateman

44 pts

2.

Chris Hunter

72 pts

7.

Eileen Horsfall

43 pts

3.

Stephen Douglas

49 pts

8.

Kirsty Thompson

42 pts

4=.

John Sloan

48 pts

9.

Dawn Garner

35 pts

4=.

Drew McLean

48 pts

10.

Maureen Dixon

34 pts

6.

Geoff Bateman

44 pts

7.

Warren Gillespie

25 pts

8.

Kelsey Gillespie

22 pts

(24 qualifiers)

(33 qualifiers)

(Only 8 qualifiers)

2017 Autotest Championship Overall
1.

Peter Wright

147 pts

2.

Craig Stamper

136 pts

2017 FWD PCA Championships

3.

Rob Iveson

132 pts

1.

Dave Garner

111 pts

4.

John Holliday

120 pts

2.

Sam Trotter

90 pts

5.

Geoff Rae

115 pts

3.

Geoff Rae

73 pts

6=.

Phil Hodgson

108 pts

4.

Steve Palmer

65 pts

6=.

Angus Cowan

108 pts

5.

Chris Hunter

49 pts

6=.

Jack Palmer

108 pts5.

6.

Ben Rae

47 pts
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7.

Phil Hodgson

46 pts

2017 RWD PCA Championship

8.

David Agnew

45 pts

1.

Angus Cowan

149pts

9.

Dawn Garner

44 pts

2.

Phil Hodgson

145 pts

10.

Michael Cowling

42 pts

3.

Ian Cowan

132 pts

4.

Ron Palmer

120 pts

5.

Michael Cowling

47 pts

6.

Drew McLean

46 pts

7.

Sarah Steel

45 pts

8.

Brian Iveson

23 pts

9.

John Strong

22 pts

10.

Graeme Mactavish

21 pts

(25 qualifiers)

(10 qualifiers)

The Club Championship Events have concluded for 2017 with the final event being the November
Autotest. All the results from all of the events have now been collated to produce the final results
tables. In the cases where participants have taken part in more than the required number of qualifying events, their lowest scoring event(s) have been discarded so as to ensure they have achieved
the highest score possible from their qualifying events.
The final autotest of the year saw some dramatic changes in some of the championship tables as
members improved their overall scores by finishing well in the final event and discarding one of
their much lower scores from earlier in the year. This meant that there was quite an exciting finish
to the season with several positions in various competitions not being settled until the final event.
Congratulations are due to Rob Iveson who has won the Overall Club Championship with a
great total of 162 points, narrowly beating Chris Hunter into second place, 3 points behind, with a
total of 159. A top 3 placing in the final autotest would have secured a win for Chris and he was
the only challenger who could have taken the championship from Rob. Well done to both of them.
Nine points separated third, fourth and fifth positions which were taken by Jack Palmer (138), Phil
Hodgson (135) and Craig Stamper (129) respectively. In total there were 223 members who gained
points in this year’s Club Championship of which 33 were Ladies.
At the top of the Ladies Championship we have Jacqui Raine with 128 points well clear of second placed Fiona Tyson on 95 and good enough to gain her 6th place in the Overall Championship,
with Esther Bowness bringing up the third spot with 67. Fourth and fifth places were split by only
3 points with Angela Jones on 55 just ahead of Marion Sloan on 52.
The Overall Autotest Championship had a clear winner in Peter Wright with a magnificent total
of 147 points, just 3 points short of the maximum 150 available. An outstanding performance from
Peter. Second place was taken by Craig Stamper with 136 whilst the new Club Champion for 2017,
Rob Iveson, came 3rd with 132. Fourth and fifth places went to John Holliday (120) and Geoff Rae
(115) with a three way tie for sixth place between Phil Hodgson, Angus Cowan and Jack Palmer,
all on 108 points. It has been a close competition all season and the final placings were not settled
until the last event. In all there were 73 members that took part in the Autotest Championship
throughout the year.
Individual class championships were won by Peter Wright with a maximum of 150 points in the
Front Wheel Drive Autotest class, John Holliday with 2 points short of a maximum at 148 points
in the Rear Wheel Drive Autotest class, Dave Garner with 111 points in the Front Wheel Drive
PCA class, Angus Cowan with only one point short of a maximum 150 at 149 in the Rear Wheel
Drive PCA class and finally Rob Iveson winning again in the Specials Autotest class.
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Congratulations to all the class winners and a special mention for Phil Hodgson who came second
to Angus in the Rear Wheel Drive PCA class only 4 points behind in the closest finishing class
competition.
The Marshals Championship has been won by Graeme Forrester with 130 points, just ahead of
regular marshalling pair of Mary and Eddie Parsons who have both achieved a total of 115 points.
Maggy Bateman secured fourth place with 100 points with her husband trailing into fifth on 90.
I recorded 137 people marshalling at various events throughout the year, some doing only one
event, others doing many and all competition competitors should appreciate all the efforts these
marshals have made in giving up their time to come and assist in the smooth running of the club’s
events in all weathers throughout the year – Thank You Marshal.
Should anybody wish to see the complete tables for any of the classes in the various competitions I
can e-mail the relevant tables to them if they send me an e-mail (geoffbateman@hotmail.com) with
their request. I will endeavour to provide such information as may be requested as quickly as I can.
Thanks to everyone who took part in all the events during 2017, have an enjoyable festive season
and a successful 2018 season.
Geoff Bateman

Changes in the Governance of Motorsport via the MSA
More of the MSA Press Release.:
There will be further changes implemented from 2018, with the major ones as follows:
The Executive Committee of Motor Sports Council will cease to appoint members to the Specialist
Committees representing the various disciplines of motor sport. Instead, the Committees themselves
will select new members from the nominations submitted following advertised vacancies. Retiring
members will not have a vote, however the MSA will retain a right of veto.
Specialist Committee Chairmen will be elected directly by their Committee members.
All Specialist Committee and Board appointments will be subject to a maximum tenure of three
terms of three years.
All six Advisory Panels (Safety; Technical; Judicial; Timekeeping; Medical; Volunteer Officials)
will become full Specialist Committees of Motor Sports Council.
There will be an Annual General Assembly, inviting stakeholders including clubs, promoters, venue
operators and sponsors for their input.
Six new National Committees will be established to represent each country – three for England
(north, central and south) and one each for Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales. Each will include
representatives from circuit racing; stage rallying; speed; karting; off-road & grassroots; venue operators and promoters.
The Chairman of each National Committee will be nominated as a Member of the MSA. This will
thus broaden the voting Membership of the company, which currently comprises the members of
Motor Sports Council and nominees of the Royal Automobile Club.
The Regional Committee will meet two times per year, rather than the current three.
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The Executive Committee will be renamed the Management Committee of Motor Sports Council. Its scope will be refocused to dealing only with urgent matters that cannot wait for a Council
or relevant committee meeting. It will meet only as required by its Chairman.

Insurance Rebate:
The Motor Sports Association (MSA) will distribute its largest-ever insurance rebate of £472,000
to MSA event-organising clubs, to help boost their finances ahead of the 2018 season.
All event-organising clubs collect ‘per capita’ insurance fees from competitors and provide this to
the MSA to cover the costs of insurance programmes. The MSA works hard to obtain the best
possible insurance arrangements, and at the same time through careful risk management aims to
produce a surplus over costs to make a rebate to the clubs.
The £472,000 represents 100% of the surplus from all insurance fees collected throughout the year

What’s happening in the quiet season?
Now it’s the end of 2017 which to me seems to have flown by far too quickly for comfort one has
to take stock and look back on what’s happened in the past year and prepare for the things to come
in 2018 and the future.
One person having decided a massive lifestyle change is in now order is one of the best-known
people in not only Cumbrian motorsport but known nationally and even internationally in many
different spheres, Robert Gate the owner of Gates Tyres has decided to retire.
Robert has interests in not only the massive tyre business he has developed over the last 40 or so
years covering northern England and southern Scotland but is equally well known in many other
roles. Successful racing driver, motorsport sponsor, collector of quality classic cars, owner of vast
areas of land, pheasant shoots, golf course, wildlife enthusiast, equestrian owner (under daughter
pressure I must add) and a raconteur who I understand likes the occasional tipple.
Retiring to many people means sitting in a chair, feet up and watching daytime TV however according to Roberts wife Di he is now out at 8am into his workshop clutching a tin of filler and tins
of paint and working like mad on his latest “classic car”. What kind of car can this be I wonder?
When you’ve already got several Bentleys ranging from a proper 1920s vintage one through to a
brand new one with others from every decade in between, several Jags including a couple of genuine racing E Types, a Porsche 911 air cooled he’s had since new in the 70s, Merc 500, Mini
Cooper and others what on earth would the man who appears to have everything want?
Well this is top secret but when It’s completed I will bring you more news and a few photos but in
the meantime “retiring” means more days out shooting, more racing and socialising, deals still to
be
done
but
certainly
not
sitting
with
feet
up
watching
daytime
TV.
Enjoy your ”retirement” Robert.
Keith Thomas.
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Diversions
A few weeks ago we were able to spend some time in southern France and visited Monaco for a
walk round the GP circuit. It was quite surprising that what we see on out TV screens is quite different when there is not a race taking place. There are a good number of buildings which are actually on the circuit but have a demountable steel frame and can be moved in May. This includes the
café on the inside of La Rascasse hairpin at the end of the lap and the shops and restaurants on the
harbourside after the cars emerge from the tunnel.
The gradients are rather steeper than they look on the box, particularly the run up after Saint Devote and the drop down at Mirabeau.
The pits and main grandstand area were occupied by a giant fun-fare when we were there.
The Automobile Club De Monaco have palatial offices more or less on the start line and run six
different events including the PG, Rally and historic GP. Motorsport is very much part of the culture in the principality given the number of displays and memorials.
There are a few photos:
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A visit to that part of the world had to
include a trip to the Col de Turini which
is about an hour’s drive out of Nice and a
bit nearer Monaco. Three valleys and
roads meet there which is why it is so
often on the Monte Carlo Rally as there
are a number of route variations.
The little hotel there has a mass of memorabilia and posters and each year there
must be downs of events heading up that
way.
Whiel the image we have of the Monte
there is the snow of January, even in November it was sunny and around 14 degrees compared to 18 down on the coast.
The mountain roads are really very good
and were very quiet although given the
size of the car parks at the mountain villages they will be busy in the summer.
The roads on the urban coastal region
though were heavily congested and the
lanes very narrow with a lot of street furniture and speed humps. Hence most people seem to drive very ordinary Clios and
the like, not an SUV in site and very few
Ferraris etc even in Monaco where classic Fiat 500s seem numerous and a sensible choice!
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Annual Awards Dinner 2018
Saturday 10th February 2018
At the Skiddaw Hotel, Keswick
7.00 for 7.30pm
Our guest speaker this year is MSA Route Liaison Oﬃcer and former Rally of the Tests organiser, co-driver and navigator

Fred Bent
Fred’s dry sense of humour and sharp wit will keep us all entertained along with his many amusing anecdotes.
PresentaCon of awards for the Club Championships and Gates
Tyres Rally Awards
Tickets £30 per person, available from Marian Sloan
(mazsloan1@outlook.com) Tel: 01900 85833

Autojumble
1948 Alvis TA 14 Radiator cowl and cap for sale £90

1933 Austin 7 radiator £175
ronpalmer777@hotmail.com or 01228 575153
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2017 - Twelve months of motoring enjoyment!

The annual awards night kicked of the social programme

Many members attended Race Retro in
February

The Novice Autotest and Training day
proved popular

The Rowrah test Day was held in damp
conditions in March
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Drive It Day in April saw a big
turnout of cars.

We arranged to meet with Practical
Classics at Hartside on their round
Britain tour of friendly cafes.

May saw the first of the grass autotests.

We also Galloped to the Trossachs!
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The Lake District Classic was again a
very popular event

The Cumbria Classic Weekend was one
of the best attended so far.

The Solway Rally completed our rally
season.

The Cumbrian Canter was the last tour of
the year.
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Welcome to the following new members and we hope that you will enjoy our
events and social activities.
Peter and Kim Gardner of Billingham
Garry Kennedy of Low Moresby
For most of you this will be your first magazine and we really hope that you will enjoy reading it.
For any changes or queries about membership please contact Maggie Bateman on 01697349919
or by email at wmcmemsub@outlook.com

Other than four our own events we don’t have any marshals requests
at the moment.
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Elderly Utterances
The Voice of Experience!
Ron Palmer has his say
The winter weather we enjoyed in early December was ideal for the running of Le Jog – The
Land’s End to John O’Groats Trial. Our team of hardened marshals were allocated a regularity
timing point at Kershope Bridge right on the border south of Newcastleton. Strategically placed at
the bottom of the icy hairpin descents in late afternoon on the 10th December those who know this
stretch of road will also know it’s a bit demanding even after a scatter of salt to restore some grip.
Paul Gilligan kindly provided his double cab Ford Ranger 4 X 4 to help guarantee our arrival at the
appointed hour for the clock car in - 5 degrees C. The HERO organising team were well up to the
job and they even had a second clock car to ensure all was kept running smoothly. We opened at
17.18 and last car was due at 19.18 so it was all very compact and not far from home. There were
60 cars entered although we counted only 48 through our control. These ranged in age from a German entered 1957 MGA coupe to a 1985 English entered Porsche 924S. There was a strong continental contingent with entries from Germany, Holland, Switzerland, France, Austria as well as
USA and Australia. Cars entered ranged through the usual rally suspects but also included a Nissan
Cherry and a Mercedes Benz 500SLC. So any car in the allowed age range will do, all you need is
the entry fee (!), running costs and a masochistic nature.
On the way home we called in at the Cross Keys, Canonbie and were pleased to see Keith
McCleary enjoying a sociable evening in the bar and looking much improved after recovering from
his traumatic experiences of the Jim Clark Rally in 2014.
I joined the 750 Motor Club Cumberland Centre in 1960 and was much impressed by how such a
small band of members could organise so many challenging events. Apart from the usual clubby
stuff there were two significant events in the first half of 1960. The Skiddaw Trial – a race to the
top by Austin Sevens – was held over Easter weekend and as recently mentioned was won by Ron
Graham of Prospect in a self built A7 special.
One week later the 750 MC organised an ‘Interesting Motor
Car Exhibition’ which occupied the Market Hall in Carlisle for
two weeks. Both of these events were promoted in aid of the
World Refugee Year and as such attracted the support of many
local dignitaries as well as advertising from many local car
dealers. The programme contained messages and articles from
The Mayor of Carlisle, Brian Mitton, the Chief Engineer of
Carrs Biscuit Works, The Chief Constable and The MD of
Carrs. Cars featured in the displays ranged from some very
early models – 1902 Peugeot and 1904 Darracq through the
Edwardian models from Hillman, Citroen Clover Leaf, Standard 9.5hp and Bullnose Morris. Of more interest to the performance enthusiasts were models from Bentley - two 1928 4.5s
onel kindly loaned by Hector Munro the MP for Dumfriesshire. There was a 1.5 litre Frazer Nash which started life in
1926 and evolved with varied specifications until 1936. Its his
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tory claimed two different engines – Anzani and Meadows and two different chassis and bodies a
bit like the broom which enjoyed new heads and handles. Also present were a 1934 Aston Martin
Le Mans team car loaned by Col. Johnson-Ferguson, a 1930 Lagonda 2 litre - a well known local
car loaned by Rev. H Morse of Hayton and later by John Tranter also of Hayton. A 1924 Rolls
Royce was offered by Dr Guy Jones of Wigton, a FWD Alvis Ulster TT loaned from Mr Sanderson
of Greenwood, Wigton and a huge 1927 Mercedes Benz 33/140 came from Mrs Reddicliffe of
Burgh by Sands. Another famous local car was loaned by club member Doug Lowndes of Newton
Arlosh. This was a 1954 works TR2 OKV777 which had competed at Le Mans that year driven by
Bobby Dickson of County Motors in Carlisle. The exhibition was a great success and contributed
well to the featured charity.
Happy New Year .
Ron.

I can just imagine what the “Friends”, NIMBYs and fellow anti’s would say about this if it was to
happen now! Interestingly the “old crocks” were not much for than 30 years old!
GTF
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Club Champions 2017
Club Champion:

Rob Iveson

Ladies Champion:

Jacqui Raine

Autotest Champion

Peter Wright

Enthusiast of the Year:

Craig Stamper

External Champion:

David Miller

Newcomer of the Year:

Sam Trotter

Stage Rally Champion:

Angela Jones/Willie Jarman

Marshals Champions:

Graeme Forrester

Speed Champion:

Harry Moody

Speed Champion Class Winners:
Willie Jarman

Autotest Class winners
FWD Autotest

Craig Stamper

RWD Autotest

John Holliday

Specials Autotest
FWD PCA
RWD PCA

Rob Iveson
Dave Garner
Angus Cowan

The awards will be presented at the Annual Awards
Night on February 10th.
Tickets are available from Marian Sloan
Anyone with one of the main awards and who has
not returned them is asked to do so ASAP so they
can be
engraved.
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Gates Tyres Historic Rally Awards
Historic

Driver

Historic

Navigator

1st O/A

Andy Beaumont

1st O/A

Michael Marsland

2nd O/A

David Agnew

2nd O/A

Andrew Fish

3rd O/A

Brian Bradley

3rd O/A

Alan Jackson

1st H1

David Alexander

1st H1

Brian Hodgson

1st H2

Paul Slingsby

1st H2

Michael Fox

1st P1

John Sloan

1st P1

Marion Sloan

2nd P1

Trevor Waldron

2nd P1

Jim Fee

1st P2

David Marsden

1st P2

Mike Garstang

2nd P2

Stephen Douglas

2nd P2

Callum Douglas

1st C1

David Garstang

1st C1

Heidi Garstang

1st C2

David Short

1st C2

Roy Heath

2nd C2

Ray Jude

2nd C2

Ben Jude

Targa

Driver

Targa

Navigator

1st O/A

Chris Hunter

1st O/A

Fiona Tyson

2nd O/A

Philip Hodgson

2nd O/A

Ian Giles

3rd O/A

Geoff Bateman

3rd O/A

Maggy Bateman

1st T2

David Winter

1st T2

Michael Pears

2nd T2

Joe Harwood

2nd T2

Kirsty Thompson

3rd T2

Stephen Short

3rd T2

Jim O'Neil

The awards will be presented at the Annual Awards Night
on February 10th.
Tickets are available from Marian Sloan
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Inside The Industry
The Year Almost Gone
So 2017 draws to its close. What happened?
Well UK new car sales dropped significantly from April on. To end November YTD sales are 5%
down but 11% down for the month which reflects pretty well what happened in September and October. Diesel sales a staggering 16% down for the year so far and 30% down in November alone. NOBODY predicted that a year ago.
Some weathered the storm better than others. Aston Martin are an impressive 74% up on last year,
Maserati 23% and Porsche 10%. Mercedes 7% by far the best of the volume manufacturers, But Jaguar, Land Rover, Kia, Suzuki and Alfa Romeo all managed to increase sales in a declining market.
Some dreadful news amongst the losers. Remember the total market is 5% down, Honda lost 8%,
Ford 9%, Lexus 10%, Mitsubishi 13%, Renault 17%, Fiat 24% and Subaru 26%. However the worst
combined performance was that of the recently married PSA and GM Europe, Citroen 21% down,
Peugeot 15% and Vauxhall 22%. The honeymoon period has been brief (see below).
One of the biggest news items of 2017 was the takeover of GM Europe i.e. Vauxhall and Opel by
PSA i.e. Peugeot and Citroen. As GME had not made a profit this century but rather averaged losses
of over a Billion Dollars a year. Therefore most industry observers were surprised when PSA paid 1.3
Billion Euros for the company earlier in 2017.
Now PSA are preparing to sue GM for 500 Million Euros because they say that GME misled them
about their strategy for meeting future EU pollution targets. If these targets are not met the manufacturer (now PSA) will face annual fines totalling hundreds of millions of Euros. PSA boss Carlos
Tavares has said the potential fines are big enough to bankrupt his company. The likely fine
(according to PSA) is close to 1000 Euros for every Vauxhall and Opel sold in Europe from 2021.
GM of course say they gave full disclosure and PSA were aware of the situation. I’m confident I’ll be
reporting on this one a lot in 2018, and even more confident that the guaranteed outcome is some rich
lawyers becoming much richer.
The Year To Come
So 2017 ends on a sad note for the industry. The year is dead, what about the new one? Well as I’ve
said many times before it’s a world full of optimists, if they weren’t they would have chosen a different career.
The official forecast is that new car sales in the UK will fall by over 5% next year against this when
2017 shows a fall of almost 5% over 2016. So in simple terms that’s 10% over 2 years, a BIG number.
For once I’ll be less optimistic and suggest the drop will be worse.
Good news for the manufacturers is that sales in Europe are strengthening so excess production will
no longer have to come to the UK to the same extent. That’s an optimist speaking I think! Diesel new
car sales are forecast to drop another 5% (my money would say “at least”). Electrics and even more
hybrids will grow rapidly. Certainly our SE England customers hardly talk about diesel these days,
it’s always a conversation between petrol and hybrid. Currently we have 3 customers who have either
ordered or are considering a Range Rover Hybrid and you can’t get one until June!
Manufacturers and dealers alike are making plans to operate in 2018 with reduced new car sales.
More than a third of dealers in a recent survey said they expect to reduce staff numbers next year.
VW have said they intend to reduce the number of dealers they have across Europe by 10% to cut
costs and improve dealer profitability. This was quickly followed by a statement from VW UK that
no cuts were planned here, but I must say this read like the football club chairman expressing 100%
confidence in their manager.
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Certainly all manufacturers are looking to increase their direct online sales where the dealer’s role is
to complete the pre delivery inspection and hand over the car for a small fee if the customer wants this
service. If not the manufacturer simply delivers direct.
With everyone agreeing that new car sales will drop dealers are turning to the used car market to provide the revenue they need. The largest dealer group in the UK Sytners bought used car supermarket
chain Car Shop almost a year ago and they have now acquired another similar company Car People.
In total they plan these two business which have a total of 9 sites will sell almost 1000 used cars a
week next year.
Meanwhile the second largest UK dealer group Pendragon, who issued a severe profit warning a few
months ago, has announced major changes. They are to sell their dealerships in the US and 5 in the
UK, including several Jaguar Land Rover sites. Pendragon are the first dealer to say in public that the
demand from manufacturers like JLR for large and very expensive showrooms don’t make financial
sense to the dealer.
Pendragon will use the money to reduce debt and expand its volume used car operations so they have
a national network of Evans Halshaw Car Stores which they say will double their annual used car
sales by 2021.
The economic weakness which is causing new car sales to drop will have a similar effect in the used
market. So if these industry giants are to sell a lot more used cars that must be business taken away
from the smaller independent dealers. Inevitably some of these will close leaving the customer with
less choice.
Electric Charges On (!)
A forecast was recently produced saying that by 2019 more new electric and hybrid cars than diesel
cars will be sold in the UK, and that by around 2025 there will be more of the electric and hybrid cars
on UK roads than diesels. Meanwhile the London Taxi Company has been reborn as the London
Electric Vehicle Company (LEVC). Backed by Chinese money from Geely and technology from Volvo who Geely own, not only taxis but hybrid vans will be built in “large volumes”.
Tesla have received the first large order for the electric truck they launched last month, 100 units ordered by Pepsi Cola.
Toyota have committed to build at least 5.5M hybrid or pure electric car a year by 2030, which is expected to be over half its total production. The manufacturer indicated that more than a million of
these cars would be either pure electric or hydrogen, therefore Toyota claim “zero emissions” conveniently forgetting as ever the emissions from generating electricity or producing hydrogen.
If You’re Worried About Driverless Cars....
Rio Tinto the world’s second largest mining company is increasing the conversion of its trucks used to
transport iron ore at its mining facility at Pilbara Western Australia to autonomous or self driving.
These monster trucks carry 360 tons (no misprint!) of iron ore so allowing for the truck itself say
around 400 tons. Currently around 100 of the almost 500 trucks they use there are driverless, soon it
will be 150 and before very long they think almost 100%. The closest human master oversees the operation of the trucks from an office in Perth, 650 miles from the mine.
Temperatures at Pilbura can hit 45 degrees C in the summer. Couple that with the skills required and
capable drivers cost the company as much as £120,000 a year, and you need 3 of them to work shifts.
Allowing for holidays, sick leave, national insurance and pension costs Rio reckon keeping each truck
working costs around £500,000 a year for drivers. And the have 500 of them, that’s £250M a year.
The driverless trucks work longer hours as they don’t take breaks, have less accidents, less mechanical breakdowns, and use less fuel. Hard to argue against?
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No Quick Profits On Ford GT
I reported a few months ago that demand for the new Ford GT far outstripped supply in spite of a
price not far short of $500,000. So much so that those who wanted one had to submit their requests
to Ford Worldwide Marketing Boss Henry Ford III. If you’re lucky enough to get the nod you have
to sign a contract that bars you from selling the car for two years to stop buyers selling the cars on
quickly for a big profit to those who failed to make the list or just don’t want to wait.
One of the early buyers was an American wrestler called John Cena who apparently is just the sort
of high profile sports star Ford want to be associated with. He got his car in October. Unbeknown to
Ford Mr. Cena was in financial difficulties so kept the car for about 3 weeks before selling it on for
a large profit. When Ford found out they immediately issued a law suit saying:
“Mr. Cena has unfairly made a large profit from the unauthorised resale of the vehicles and Ford has
suffered additional damages and losses, including, but not limited to, loss of brand value, ambassador activity, and customer goodwill due to the improper sale”.
Mr. Cena has accepted defeat, apologised, and promised to work with Ford to correct the situation.
Just how remains unclear, especially as he’s apparently short of cash. Probably Ford just want to
make it crystal clear to anyone else thinking of making a fast buck?
Paul Gilligan
pg@gilliganvehicleconsulting.co.uk www.gilliganvehicleconsulting.co.uk
07785 293222

Deviations
♦

At recent auction sale at the NEC saw Ford prices make a big jump with the most remarkable
being a Mk2 RS2000 with less than 1,000 mile son the clock getting close to £100K! The problem is that you would nor feel able to use it! Escort Cosworths are also now worth a lot of money in standard condition.

♦

If you look at averts for the various “super cars” manufactured in the last 20 years or so and are
now on the dealer market, very few seem to do many miles. Most work out at just a few hundred
a year. Seems a bit wasteful!

♦

M Sport have now made over 250 Fiesta R5s. That’s an impressive figure compared to many of
the specialist sports cars and even premium brands like Rolls Royce. There must be the skill and
technical ability at Dovenby to built a complete in house car now.

♦

There is to be a new major classic demonstration event at Inveraray Castle in June. I wonder
how successful it will be though, brilliant venue but two hours from major population, a lock of
accommodation and tickets are £40 per head and “limited to 10,000”. Pie in the shy comes to
mind!

♦

The Ingliston Revival is scheduled for mid May, hopefully the organisers will learn from the
mistakes of 2017!

♦

Cholmondeley Power and Speed is scheduled to return in 2018 after missing 2017. It’s an event
that never really got going for some reason and a complete rethink has been taking place.
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Andy’s Armchair
I hear that Alfa Romeo are coming back into F1 as chief sponsors of Sauber. Now I've never owned
an Alfa but I've always liked the cars (the Sud must have been brilliant for a month or so before dissolving into brown dust on your driveway), and only hope they're not going to be made to look stupid
trailing round at the back as Sauber has done of late. Their new driver is Charles Leclerc who looks
stunningly capable and well worth watching.
Max Chilton on the other hand doesn't look stunning and I'm not altogether surprised that he's announced he's starting his own British based Indy car campaign. He's now had a couple of seasons in
the US of A and really hasn't shone very brightly so maybe having his own team is the best way to
guarantee he can carry on driving, a bit like Ericsson at Sauber come to think of it. Anyhow he was
being interviewed on the radio recently and openly admitted he was so terrified that he had dreadful
nightmares, where his body went rigid and he woke up sweating and screaming. Poor lad, if you want
my advice I'd pack it in, you're obviously in the wrong job! I speak from experience here as I felt
much the same towards the end of thirty years in the classroom.
Seriously though, a really classy driver tootled over to Indy does a bit of practise, almost wins the race
and it's all been done for a bit of fun so he can have a change from driving his uncompetitive F1 car.
Bet he didn't have trouble sleeping either, so there you go Max you ain't no Fernando!
Moving on.
The other day I was doing a bit of reading about Antonio Ascari and one thing led to another and I got
to thinking about father and son pairings and who was the better in each case. When you start considering things there really are lots, with the aforementioned Ascaris, Andretti, Hill, Palmer, Villeneuve,
Rosberg, to name but a few all of the above sons achieving more or less as much if not more than
their fathers. Other cases namely Mansell, Hill (again), Fittipaldi, Piquet, Schumaker (Mick) getting
nowhere close to the achievements of their dad. There are one or two of course where the sons
achievements vastly outshine the father with Verstappen being the stand out example, probably due to
fact his mother had more "speed genes" than Jos and probably more talent as a racer. -Talk about an
unfair advantage!!
From there (well it was a wet day and no indoor jobs outstanding) I got to thinking about brothers in
racing, and musing about who were the strongest as a pair. Michael and Ralf Schumaker both made
F1 and did well. The Unsers were successful in the USA, and the Scheckters weren't too bad either.
Emmo and Wilson Fittipaldi held up honours for Brazil and the "Monza Gorillas" Brambilla certainly
made their mark. Again there are many more but I came to the conclusion that in my view the pair that
reached number one if you allowed for unrealised potential have to be the brothers Rodriguez.
Ricardo shone the brightest at a very young age, almost the Verstappen of his day. Unfortunately his
life was cut short. Pedro lasted longer, won Grand Prix and developed into one of the most successful
sports car drivers of all time with a reputation as a fearless and ferocious competitor. His end came in
his early thirties at the Norisring so although their joint racing histories are short they win my choice
as the "best brothers". No doubt you'll have your own ideas on that one. Happy New Year to both my
readers.
Ends
AA
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WMC events and other events of interest
January:
12-14th

Autosport Show at the NEC

28th

Autotest

10th

Awards Dinner

21st

Midweek Meander Tour

23-25th

Race Retro at Stoneleigh

February

Visit the Facebook page for the latest news or the webpage at
www.wigtonmc.co.uk
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